No.9-6/2021-22/PCA  

Date: 28.06.2021

To
The Director General
Border Security Force,
Block No.10, Lodhi rd, CGO Complex,
Pragati Vihar, New Delhi-110003, Email: edpdte@bsf.nic.in

Subject: Request to take cognizance in regarding to BSF, Jodhpur perform yoga on camels– Regarding

Sir,

With reference to the above cited subject, it is stated that the Board has received a complaint by Ms. Varnika Singh stated that BSF, Jodhpur performed yoga asanas sitting over their camels. A copy of the complaint is attached here with for your reference.

2. The cruelty to animals is an offense under Section 3 and Section 11(1) of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960.

4. In view of the above, it is requested to conduct an enquiry on the above complaint and take appropriate action as per law and forward a detailed report within 15 days from the receipt of this letter.

"Please treat this as most urgent".

Yours sincerely,

(Dr. S.K. Dutta)
Secretary

Copy to: for information and further appropriate action.

1. Ms. Varnika Singh, (FIAPO), Email: varnika@fiapo.org